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ITEM # NSN # LENGTH x WIDTH - PACKAGE MIN

2481509 1670-00-568-0323 2" x 1/2" - Type I - 1# Box, 25 Boxes/Case 200 LBS.

2171409 1670-01-323-9900 2” x 3/8” x 1/16ʺ – Type II – 1# Box, 25 Boxes per Case 200 LBS.

2569502 1670-01-539-1339 1-1/4” x 3/8” x .065ʺ– 1# Box, 25 Boxes per Case 200 LBS.

2409402 1670-01-459-5471 1" x 1/16" x .062ʺ – Size #9 - 1 lb. Bag, 25 Bags per Case 200 LBS.

2555224 1670-01-557-7623 2” x 5/8” x .062ʺ – 20 lb. Bulk Case 200 LBS.

Parachute bands are used by the military and recreational skydiving
community for Free Fall, Static Line, HALO, Sling Load Operations, and all
military airborne operations. These bands hold the bundled lines of the
parachute canopy inside the container in carefully organized stowed lines.
As the main parachute deploys, the stowed lines will separate from the
rubber bands and straighten out in an orderly manner. This ensures that all
lines are in place before the parachute fully inflates and limits the amount
of shock on the body. 

They also provide a fast and effective way of securing gear to plate carriers,
weapon stocks, backpacks, etc., and are much more durable than regular
rubber bands. 

Manufactured from natural crepe rubber (a latex product) our parachute
bands are also used by military parachute riggers to hold cord in place
when rigging parachutes. They’re ideal for any application requiring a
rubber band with good stretch. You can use these to pack your parachute,
or simply to manage the paracord you keep in your pack or survival kit.
They also loop well on PALS grids for securing necessities like tourniquets.

Made in USA
Used by the military as well as the skydiving community
Conforms to MIL-STD-105e
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VALUE
We offer a variety of sizes to fit the
many different needs of parachute
riggers and skydiving enthusiasts. As the
only manufacturer of Parachute Bands in
the USA, Alliance Rubber Co. is the sole
provider of Parachute Bands for the U.S.
Military. 

TIPS
There are several different parachute
rubber bands, and each serves a very
distinct purpose. For most sport
skydiving rigs, large rubber bands are
used for the locking stows and small
rubber bands for the remaining stows.
Tandem rubber bands are used for
tandem main canopies.

PARACHUTE BANDS FOR MILITARY USE


